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Abstract
To isolate computations from denial of service (DoS) attacks and other forms of adversarial interference, it is necessary to constrain the effects of interactions among computations. This paper makes four contributions to research
on isolation of computations from adversarial interference:
(1) it describes the design and implementation of a kernellevel scheduling policy to control the effects of adversarial attacks on computations’ execution; (2) it presents formal models of the system components that are involved
in a representative DoS attack scenario; (3) it shows how
model checking can be used to analyze that example scenario, under default Linux scheduling semantics and under
our scheduling policy design; and (4) it presents empirical
studies we have conducted to validate our scheduling policy implementation. Our results show that, with careful design, scheduling and detailed monitoring of computations’
behavior can be combined effectively to mitigate interference of attacks with computations’ execution.

1. Introduction
Society is increasingly dependent on complex missioncritical systems such as supervisory control and data access
(SCADA) systems for power grid management [1], industrial control systems for automated manufacturing [2], and
medical device systems for patient care [3]. Because attacks
against these systems may cause their failure, and because
of the safety, health, and economic concerns that such failures would entail, these systems constitute critical infrastructures of vital interest, whose survivable operation must
be protected even in the face of malicious attacks.
Recent trends toward tele-operation and monitoring of these systems, and toward connecting them with
∗
†
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non-critical systems that can be accessed through public networks, have exacerbated their risk of failure due
to adversarial attack. The ability of an attacker to interact even indirectly with the system may allow the attacker
to interfere with the system’s correct operation. We are concerned specifically with adversarial interference involving
sequences of interactions over time that can cause a system to violate its behavioral constraints.
Adversarial interference. The central problem the research presented in this paper addresses, is how to
design systems whose computational behavior is survivable in that it does not violate specified constraints
even in the face of adversarial attack. While techniques
such as network packet filtering [4, 5], have been developed to deter malicious use of networks, less attention
has been paid to how to handle exploitation of other interaction channels by an adversary. The ability of an
attacker to interfere with the execution of key system computations (e.g., those running control algorithms) that
are responsible for ensuring the system’s correct operation is frequently not addressed adequately in many systems, particularly those developed with commercially
available hardware and software. For example, most common off the shelf (COTS) operating systems are designed
for use as “black box” abstractions, with few opportunities for the system developer to refine the semantics
of crucial features such as thread scheduling and interrupt handling.
This approach often forces the system designer to use indirect mechanisms to achieve desired application execution
semantics, often increasing the application’s vulnerability
to interference from other computations subverted by an attacker. For example, semaphores are often used as an indirect mechanism for implementing specialized scheduling
semantics when direct manipulation of the OS API features
available (usually priorities) does not have the desired semantics. This approach introduces the system’s semaphore
support mechanisms as an interaction channel that may be
exploited by an attacker.

Group scheduling framework. Our previous research on
precise scheduling in real-time systems [6] has resulted in a
group scheduling framework that is also suitable for specifying and enforcing isolation among computations. As we
describe in Section 3, we have developed new techniques
within the group scheduling framework to prevent types of
adversarial interference to which COTS systems are vulnerable due to their inability to control computation behavior precisely. The essential features of the group scheduling model are: (1) the ability to group application components with system components supporting them; (2) the
ability to associate customized scheduling decision functions with groups; (3) the ability to compose groups to form
a unified system-wide policy for resource management; (4)
the ability to enforce the specified resource use semantics
as defined in the composed group policy structure; and (5)
the ability to measure system behavior at the same level of
detail at which the application specifies its semantics, and
to use measured performance statistics as feedback to the
scheduling decision functions.
Model and system co-design. System designers, especially
in the context of applications with significant behavioral
constraints, benefit from the ability to model the semantics
of the application, since design verification and implementation validation are crucial to ensure computations’ behavioral constraints are satisfied, especially in the face of adversarial attack. However, an application’s behavioral semantics depends in part on how the application is supported
by various operating system services. In the driving example used for this paper, which we discuss in Section 2.3,
these services include the scheduler and any OS-level components such as hard IRQs and soft IRQs that process network packets. A model for each computation must thus incorporate models of the behavior of all system components
affecting the application behaviors of interest.
Careful co-design of models and implementations is motivated by trade-offs among several important issues, including: model fidelity, model tractability, enforcement precision, implementation complexity and performance. The
ease and accuracy with which the system can be modeled
depends on the semantics of the system implementation.
Our experience with the driving problem discussed in this
paper has shown that precise measurements of the system
can inform modeling choices significantly, and modeling
complexity and fidelity concerns can influence system implementation choices strongly. Our goal is to develop system implementations capable of meeting their behavioral
constraints, for which we can also build tractable models of
sufficient fidelity that satisfaction of behavioral constraints
can also be verified.
Paper outline. Section 2 introduces our system and attack
models, and presents a denial of service attack scenario that
we use as a driving example. Section 3 describes the de-

sign and implementation of group scheduling policies and
mechanisms for isolation of computations from adversarial interference. Section 4 presents timed automata models
we have developed for relevant system components. Section 5 presents an empirical validation of our implementation that compares modeled behavior to that of the actual
system. Section 6 describes other work related to the research presented in this paper, and Section 7 offers concluding remarks and summarizes future work.

2. Attack Model and Scenario
While interference among components of a computation
is entirely possible due to poor design or to operating conditions that exceed design specifications, in this section we focus on the specific problem of adversarial interference, and
in particular on the ways in which an attacker can or cannot use subverted computations to interfere with other computations that have not been subverted. To examine in detail the problems that can arise with these approaches in
the face of adversarial attack, Section 2.1 describes a system model that defines more precisely how computations
can interact and potentially interfere with each other’s execution. Section 2.2 describes an attack model based on that
system model. Section 2.3 then describes an attack scenario
that we use as a driving example throughout this paper.

2.1. System Model
We first describe four basic elements of our system model: (1) events that denote relevant asynchronous
changes in the state of the system (e.g., a thread blocking on an operating system call); (2) actions that modify the state of the system (e.g., making a function call
in user-space, or changing which thread is currently executing on the CPU) – we assume that each action takes
a non-zero time interval to complete and that an action’s initiation and completion may be tagged by events if
they are relevant; (3) decisions that determine which actions are taken and when; and (4) contexts, which record
time-indexed information about all of the other elements
of the system model, and are used to increase the specificity of actions and decisions (e.g., to which thread a
decision or action pertains).
We also describe six higher level elements of our system
model, which build on the four basic elements, and which
serve as the basis for describing the attack models and the
system services needed to address those attack models in
this paper: (5) application-level programs such as control,
video processing, and data fusion software – these programs
are developed separately from the OS kernel and its associated libraries, execute entirely in user-space, and make decisions and perform actions during their execution; (6) system

components which provide services to application-level
programs and respond to events such as the arrival of a network packet – some system components (e.g., tasklets, IRQ
handlers, soft IRQs and kernel-level threads) run within
the kernel, while others (e.g., application and middleware
threads) run in user-space; (7) computations which represent the composed semantics of each program and the system components that run on its behalf, and which thus capture the structure of dependencies among application-level
programs and system components; (8) interaction channels which are resources and/or system components shared
among computations in ways that can result in the actions
of one computation having consequences for the execution
of another computation; (9) behavioral constraints which
are specified predicates over the order and timing of events
within a computation (e.g., when a result is returned from
a function call) that determine the correctness of its execution; and (10) interference which is a causal sequence of
actions and events involving one or more computations that
leads to the violation of a behavioral constraint.

2.2. Attack Model
We assume an attack model with the following features: (1) each program runs in a separate, protected process address space; (2) in general, any individual program
can be subverted by an attacker that can gain access to it
(e.g., through a buffer overflow, “Trojan horse” program, or
virus); (3) any subverted program can take arbitrary actions; (4) system components in the kernel cannot be subverted, so the semantics of their decisions and actions remain consistent across all computations – even ones executing subverted programs; and (5) system components that
execute in user space can be subverted by a subverted program, but only the copy of the component that is run within
the subverted program’s address space is subverted, which
does not subvert other copies of the component running
within other programs’ address spaces.
The first attack model feature limits the scope of an individual subversion act to the process subverted. Making one
program execute in arbitrary ways does not imply the ability to make another program behave in arbitrary ways, since
for the purposes of this research we assume that the address
space of each process is protected from modification by another process except through explicitly created shared data
areas. Thus, an attacker wishing to subvert multiple processes must subvert each one individually.
The second and third features of the attack model mean
that in theory an attacker can cause any program in the system to behave in arbitrary ways, though in practice this ability is significantly constrained by (1) the routes through
which the attacker can subvert a program, (2) process and
endsystem boundaries between computations, and (3) the

limited set of interaction channels through which an attacker can influence other computations in the system. This
limitation is particularly relevant to many complex engineered systems, since the only programs an attacker can
subvert directly are often those on vulnerable endsystems
(e.g., in a business information system that is connected to
a public network) rather those inside the engineered system
itself (e.g., within a SCADA system to which the business
information system is connected). Many systems try to address the implications of a subverted program’s ability to
take arbitrary actions by correcting those actions through
fault tolerance, byzantine agreement or other approaches
that are outside the proposed research. The work proposed
here concentrates on limiting the ability of a subverted computation to affect others, not on correcting the fact of subversion. The subverted process can, however, tell lies to
schedulers and other system components.
The fourth and fifth features of our attack model mean
that while an attacker can make the entire user-space portion
of a computation perform arbitrary actions, kernel-level resources and system components will maintain their defined
semantics. We make this assumption, in part, because once a
thread executing in kernel mode and with access to the kernel address space is executing subverted code there is little that can be done to constrain the attacker’s freedom of
action, and we do not attempt to address those types of attacks in this paper. This distinction has significant implications for the design of policies and mechanisms for isolation of computations from interference by other computations, and for the inherent limits on isolation that are achievable in each particular system.

2.3. Denial of Service Attack Scenario
Examples of the kinds of adversarial interference our approach is designed to address include denial of service attacks such as: process shutdown attacks in which a subverted program attempts to shut down other processes, e.g.,
by sending them kill signals; fork bomb attacks in which
a subverted program recursively duplicates itself to occupy, and thus deny access of other computations to, system resources such as process descriptor tables and the
CPU; and request flood attacks in which a subverted program exploits local and network inter-process communication mechanisms to deny other computations access to network and other resources on the local endsystem, on remote
endsystems, or both. These kinds of attacks fit within our attack model and help to illustrate how interference between
computations can occur in practice.
As the driving example for this paper, we focus on
a request flood attack involving interaction channels that
span multiple system components. In such an attack, a
subverted program exploits inter-process communication

mechanisms to send numerous application-level requests
(e.g., for method invocations) to another target computation and in doing so interferes with the execution of another
victim computation.

Figure 1. Request Flood Attack Scenario
Figure 1 illustrates such an attack. On an endsystem receiving request packets from the subverted program, a hard
IRQ handler executes to notify the system of a packet’s arrival, and in Linux a soft IRQ system component must then
perform an irreducible amount of processing to classify the
request packets. Since in many COTS operating systems,
including Linux, system components servicing interrupts
are controlled under “as fast as possible” semantics, this
can result in excessive use of the CPU by packet processing and denial of CPU access to other computations. Once
the packets are classified, the kernel-level scheduler selects
the processes to whom the packets are being sent. Here as
well, the default semantics of demand-driven scheduling in
COTS operating systems can lead to excessive occupation
of the CPU by the computation to which the requests are
targeted, leading to interference by that computation with
still other computations in the same endsystem. In the request flood example, therefore, an attacker may be able to
produce a constraint violation in either the computation servicing requests or in other computations by causing interference through the CPU interaction channel. This example is of particular interest because the victim computation
is attacked directly via an interaction channel that it is using (the CPU), but that attack is enabled by another interaction channel which the victim computation does not use
(the network interface) but to which its execution semantics is nonetheless indirectly coupled.

3. Scheduling Design and Implementation
The example attacks described in Section 2.3 include
several ways an attacker can cause interaction, and poten-

tial interference, with victim computations. They also illustrate an important fact: a large number of possible interactions pass through a small set of system components. This
is the fundamental insight on which our approach is based:
by using kernel-level scheduling and performance monitoring to exert precise control over a core set of system components, we can strongly constrain the ability of attackers to
interfere with victims under a large number of potential attack scenarios.
Specifically, in our driving example precise execution
control over the soft IRQ and hard IRQ system components
supporting the threads serving requests enables us to constrain the ability of a request flood attack to interfere with
the victim computation through the CPU interaction channel. Group scheduling is the mechanism through which we
exercise precise control over all computational components
in KURT-Linux, at both the application and OS level. The
precision of group scheduling control is matched by the precision with which we can measure system behavior using
the Datastreams subsystem of KURT-Linux.
Previous research has shown the ability of group
scheduling to ensure timeliness in distributed real-time and
embedded systems [6, 7]. Direct expression of scheduling semantics for computations under group scheduling has three major benefits: (1) it relieves developers of
the error-prone task of using indirect mechanisms such as
semaphores and priority manipulations which may also increase the application’s vulnerability to adversarial attacks by increasing the number of interaction channels; (2)
it more effectively supports analysis using formal models by making explicit how scheduling policies interact
with system components; and (3) it enables higher fidelity and more efficient design and verification of scheduling policies for constraining interference.

3.1. Default Scheduling Semantics Consequences
Most operating systems, including Linux, support an
application programming environment through which programs can interact with a rich set of system-level components. Interrupt handlers are an obvious example, but other
relevant components in Linux include several soft IRQs and
tasklets. An important implication of this common OS architecture is that some portion of the work specified by an
application program is actually performed by OS components. In our driving example, the request packets flooding
the victim system are processed by two system components:
the hard IRQ handler for the Ethernet device, and the network receive soft IRQ handler.
The crucial point is that, under the default Linux scheduling semantics, execution of both of these OS components
is given preference over that of application threads. Moreover, no constraint is placed on the CPU cycles that can be

consumed by these components. Measurements we discuss
in Section 5 showed that a single machine generating requests can cause the network receive soft IRQ to consume
between 50 and 60% of the victim system’s CPU cycles,
and two machines generating requests can raise that to in
excess of 95%. The computations sharing the victim system with the target thread are reduced to sharing whatever
limited CPU cycles remain under the default Linux priority
scheduling semantics. Even raising the priority of the victim
application is of limited utility because, in general, giving
a user process a higher priority than the packet processing
hard or soft IRQ components is undesirable. Group scheduling provides a framework within which better solutions to
this problem can be designed, by creating a constraint on
the percentage of the CPU which can be consumed by the
group of application and system components affected by the
request flood attack, without changing the original prioritization semantics among the group members.

3.2. Precise Computation Component Control
Precise computation control has been a central theme
of KURT-Linux from the very beginning. The need for
a general framework for controlling groups of application
threads motivated the creation of Group Scheduling [7], and
the desire for precise control over every aspect of the system affecting CPU use motivated its extension to contextborrowing computations, hard IRQs, soft IRQs and tasklets,
in Linux 2.4 [8]. Other work has shown the ability to
control groups of application threads and OS computation
components to reduce the instrumentation effect of Datastreams [9], and to implement application semantics directly
in the scheduling framework for complex multi-threaded
multi-pipelined video processing applications [6].
This previous research has produced the group scheduling framework in which we can express directly the precise
computation control semantics that our approach to protecting the victim thread in the request flood attack scenario requires. The precise control of of OS computation components has been helped by recent work on the “RT Patch” for
Linux 2.6 [10], which significantly improves preemptability
in the OS and eliminates almost all context borrowing OS
components by creating kernel threads in whose context all
hard IRQ and soft IRQ handlers are executed. Given its significant improvement in performance, we have used the RT
Patch as the foundation for KURT-Linux in the 2.6 kernel.
The group scheduling framework in this context can control essentially every system activity with fine precision, by
controlling execution of hard and soft IRQ threads.

3.3. Resource Isolation under Group Scheduling
The precise control of all computation components under
KURT-Linux group scheduling makes a wide range of ex-

ecution semantics possible. Intervals during which a thread
uses a particular resource can be tracked using the fine-grain
system time standard, e.g. the 64-bit Time Stamp Counter
(TSC) on the x86 which increments at CPU clock speed.
High resolution timers, such as those provided by KURTLinux in the 2.4 kernel or by the RT Patch in the 2.6 kernel,
can be used to schedule preemption of resource use intervals for resources permitting preemption. For those that do
not, resource use control and accounting points can be implemented within scheduling decision functions or inserted
in resource acquire and release routines. We used a CPU
share execution opportunity semantics to control simulated
video processing pipelines in [6]. For the request flood attack scenario considered in this paper, we chose a CPU
share usage semantics to control computations related to receiving network packets: (1) the network receive hard IRQ
handler, (2) the network receive soft IRQ handler, and (3)
the target thread. CPU use by each execution interval of
a thread under control of the scheduling decision function
(SDF) we have designed for that scenario (which we discuss in Section 3.4) is measured within schedule(), and the
SDF tracks CPU use within accounting windows of configurable length. CPU use by the network receive soft IRQ
is non-preemptable under our SDF, which matches its default Linux execution semantics. However, further analysis
and modification of the handler could make it possible to
use preemption semantics, as future work.

3.4. Scheduling Decision Function Design
The SDFs we used to address the request flood attack
scenario that was described in Section 2.3 (and illustrated
in Figure 1) are organized hierarchically into a single System Scheduling Decision Function (SSDF) whose structure
is illustrated in Figure 2. This structure is essentially a decision tree evaluated by invocation at the root, which returns
a decision after recursive evaluation of individual SDFs associated with the nested groups. This structure controls almost all CPU use in the system. The only exceptions under
the RT Patch are the hard IRQ service routines whose execution is invoked directly at the hardware level by interrupt
occurrence. However, their executions are extremely short,
generally running only the few instructions necessary to enable the associated hard IRQ service thread.
The root of the SSDF in Figure 2 is the schedule() function implementing the Linux scheduler, which first evaluates the SDF of the subordinate group on its left branch. If
this decision tree chooses a thread, then schedule() jumps
directly to its context switch section. If not, it consults the
right branch, which is the default Linux thread scheduler.
The top node of the left sub-tree uses a simple sequential
SDF (SEQ), which checks its branches from left to right.
It checks to see if any hard IRQ threads are able to run,

4.1. Computational Component Models
Figure 3 shows the model architecture we have developed for the direct interactions in the driving example. The
ovals in Figure 3 represent system components whose semantics we represent through timed automata and the rectangles in Figure 3 represent system data structures through
which packets are passed from one component to the next.
In addition to the components depicted in Figure 3, we have
also modeled the victim thread and scheduler components
shown in in Figure 1 in Section 2.3.

Figure 2. CPU Isolation Control SSDF

with the exception of the network receive hard IRQ thread
which is under CPU share control. The order in which the
SDF checks the hard IRQ handler status matches their priority relationships under default Linux scheduling, since we
wish to modify system semantics as little as possible while
achieving the desired goal of isolating computations from
interference. The bottom of this subtree is the group controlling the network receive hard and soft IRQ handlers as
well as the request server target thread, under a CPU share
SDF. This SDF constrains the CPU percentage used by each
thread and by the group as a whole. This SDF can be implemented various ways, but we use a simple non-preemptive
and conservative accounting approach for the system described in this paper. Performance of the system under both
default Linux and SDF semantics is examined in Section 5.

4. Formal Models and Verification
Our previous research [11] has shown the suitability of
timed automata models for verification of timing and liveness properties in real-time system software. While that
work focused on models of middleware components and
their interactions, the techniques developed there are readily applicable to modeling kernel-level components and interactions. In this section we describe the timed automata
models we have developed for analysis of the attack scenario that was described in Section 2.3 and illustrated in
Figure 1. Section 4.1 first describes models we have developed for the system components involved in that scenario.
Results of using these automata to model target system behavior under both default Linux semantics and under group
scheduling control which isolates the victim thread from the
effects of the request flood attack, as well as comparison of
those results to measurements from the target system, are
discussed in Section 5.

Figure 3. Packet Processing Pipeline TA
To ensure the fidelity of key temporal attributes of the
system that are represented as variables in our models, we
sample values for those variables from an empirically measured statistical model of several aspects of system behavior: hard IRQ inter-arrival times, hard IRQ handler execution durations, and soft IRQ handler execution durations.
Techniques based in queuing theory or other detailed mathematical models also could be used to generate values for
these variables in our approach, but to avoid additional validation complexity we used data measured directly from the
system implementation itself. We note that this decision is
another example of model/system co-design in that we obtained data from the actual system being modeled so that
we could abstract away further modeling of those details.
Our models represent two different aspects of computations - their inputs and the components which execute on
their behalf. Computations’ inputs may include user input
at a keyboard or, as in our attack scenario, network traffic arriving at an Ethernet card. While the arrival of an input
requires a computational response, the arrival time is not itself under system control. We represent this behavior with
a simple EventGenerator automaton consisting of a single
state and a single transition that samples the hard IRQ interarrival time distribution to pace its transitions.
Figure 4 shows the structure of the automata for the hard
IRQ, soft IRQ, and target thread components. These au-

tomata represent a mix of I/O and CPU bound actions that
are coupled to the states of the buffers through which they
perform I/O actions and to the scheduler automaton that
governs when they are given access to the CPU.
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WaitingForWork
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add event to buffer
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other process scheduled
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Figure 4. Target and Hard/Soft IRQ Thread TA

The CPU bound victim thread component does not perform I/O actions. Its automaton consists only of the Running and Preempted states shown in Figure 4, and is only
coupled with the scheduler automaton that governs its access to the CPU.
The execution of these component models is ordered and
controlled by a Scheduler automaton. Figure 5 shows the
structure of the scheduler automaton that governs the access of the hard IRQ, soft IRQ, target thread, and victim
thread components to the CPU. Note that it can dispatch
both preemptable and non-preemptable processes, and that
the transition from the PreemptibleProcessRunning state to
the SchedulingDecisionFunction state is performed at quantum expiration or when a hard IRQ or soft IRQ is runnable,
as well as under the condition for the transition from the
NonPreemptibleProcessRunning that occurs when the process is waiting for work.
The automaton that models the group scheduling semantics described in Section 3.4 is similar to the one shown in
Figure 5, except that a soft IRQ becoming runnable does
not trigger the transition from the PreemptibleProcessRunning state to the SchedulingDecisionFunction state.

5. Empirical and Simulation Studies
In this section we describe a set of empirical and simulation studies we conducted to verify the design and validate
the implementation of our group scheduling decision functions for isolation of computations from adversarial attack,
which were discussed in Section 3.4. The empirical studies described in this Section were conducted on 1 GHz machines with 1GB RAM running KURT-Linux 2.6.15, connected by 100 Mbps switched Ethernet. The Linux based

Figure 5. Default Linux Scheduler TA
experiments discussed here ran for approximately 30 seconds, with the attacking thread sending request packets as
fast as possible. Figures 4 and Figure 5 in Section 4 were obtained from implementing our models in UPPAAL 3.6, but
the verification studies in this section were run using exhaustive simulation of our models implemented in IF 2.0,
on a 2.8 GHz processor with 2GB of RAM.

5.1. Empirical Profiling
As we noted in Section 4, to ensure the fidelity of key
temporal attributes of the system our models sampled empirically collected distributions of timing values. We collected data about several aspects of request packet processing, including: (1) the distribution of Ethernet hardware interrupt inter-arrival times, (2) the distribution of hard IRQ
handler execution times, (3) the distribution of soft IRQ
handler execution times, (4) the distribution of the number
of packets handled by a single invocation of the soft IRQ
handler, and (5) the distribution of network packet handler
execution times.
Analysis of these data revealed that execution time of
both the network hard IRQ handler and the network packet
handler routines exhibits low variance. The attacking thread
transmitted over 7 million packets, which generated roughly
1.3 million network hardware interrupts. All but 1000 interrupt inter-arrival periods were less than 150 microseconds,
with a fairly normal distribution between 25 and 150. The
execution time of the handler was below 20 microseconds
in all cases, and below 6 microseconds for all but 1800. The
network driver packet handler executed over 7 million times
for which all but 14 had execution intervals of less than 41
microseconds, and all but 200 thousand were below 9 microseconds. The distribution of network soft IRQ handler
execution interval lengths was broader because each execution could process from one to over 20 packets.
We also collected data describing the request flood attack scenario. We collected data about the percentage of the

5.2. Studies with Default Linux Scheduling
To verify the fidelity our design and validate our implementation of the group scheduling decision functions described in Section 3.4, we examined the attack scenario
in two ways: (1) through the timed automata models described in Section 4; and (2) through a simple client/server
implementation. In both cases, the victim thread was a CPU
bound greedy process and the target thread consumed request packets. The attacking thread was on another system
generating request packets as quickly as possible.
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Figure 6. Modeled Default Behavior
Figure 6 shows the output from exhaustive simulations
under default Linux scheduling semantics, using values
drawn from the empirical distributions discussed in Section 5.1. In these simulations, as in the validation experiments we conducted with our implementation, the victim
thread is allowed to run unimpeded for a while before the
attack begins. Once the attack begins, our simulations predict a sharp decrease in the victim thread’s CPU utilization,
and a sustained rate of CPU utilization by the other components, at the victim thread’s expense. Unfortunately, in the
simulations presented here and in Section 5.3, we were unable to obtain output from IF for runs longer than 1.5 simulated seconds, much shorter than the 30 seconds of the actual experiments. However, this duration was sufficient to
evaluate the relevant behavior.
Figure 7 shows CPU use in the actual attack experiment
under default Linux scheduling semantics. The horizontal
axis is time in nanoseconds, and the vertical axis is accu-
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the number of request packets arriving at the victim system.
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Figure 7. Measured Default Behavior
mulated CPU use in the same units. Note that the victim
thread executes briefly at the beginning of the experiment at
a much higher CPU utilization than after the attack begins,
as indicated by its major change in slope. The CPU utilization of the hard IRQ, soft IRQ and target threads all increase
as the packet flood begins, indicating that they are interacting with the victim thread through the CPU. Under default
Linux semantics, when the request flood began, the CPU
utilization of the network soft IRQ thread rose from essentially zero to roughly 50%, abruptly reducing the CPU consumption of the victim, as demonstrated by its abrupt reduction in slope at the moment the attack began. The large increase in the soft IRQ thread utilization reveals that it is the
channel though which the majority of interference with the
victim thread is occurring, as the simulations shown in Figure 6 predicted.

5.3. Studies with Group Scheduling
Figure 8 shows the output from exhaustive simulations
under the group scheduling semantics we designed, again
using values from the empirically obtained distributions discussed in Section 5.1. As in the previous studies, the victim
thread ran for a while before the attack began. The simulations predict that the victim thread’s CPU utilization will
suffer a minor (though non-zero) decrease, indicating both
the efficacy and limitations on the ability of our approach to
isolate computations from adversarial attack.
Figure 9 shows the cumulative CPU use for the attack
scenario under GS control which limits the CPU use of the
target thread to 7%, the hard IRQ to 6%, and the soft IRQ
to 12%. While the soft IRQ consumed closer to its full allocation (10.3%), the hard IRQ and target thread utilizations
were noticeably lower than their specified limits (0.05% and
0.9% respectively). This result contradicts our expectation
that the hard IRQ and target thread would behave greedily
under GS semantics, which is how we modeled them for the
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Figure 8. Modeled GS Behavior
simulations shown in Figure 8. As future work, we are investigating the network card, hard IRQ, soft IRQ, and target
thread interactions in the 2.6 kernel in greater detail to explain the observed difference between the modeled and observed behavior.
Although small, the victim thread suffered a non-zero
decrease in its CPU utilization when the attack began, due
to the non-zero CPU allocation our GS policy made for the
hard IRQ, soft IRQ and target thread. This result was predicted by our simulations shown in Figure 8.
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Summary of results. Table 1 shows CPU utilization by relevant threads under five cases: idle, IF simulation with default Linux semantics (DIF), execution with default Linux
semantics (DL), IF simulation with group scheduling semantics (GSIF), and execution with group scheduling semantics (GSL). This table shows both the similarity and differences between the simulated and actual results, as well as
the predicted and actual effectiveness of our group scheduling design. In practice, repeated refinements to the models
can be used to bring the simulated and actual behaviors as
close as is beneficial for particular systems.

While cyber-security techniques such as network packet
filtering [4, 5], data encryption [12, 13, 14], and capability management [15], help to deter malicious use of the network, inappropriate access to data, or unauthorized invocation of system functions, they do not address an attacker’s
ability to interfere with the execution of computations responsible for ensuring the system’s correct operation.
The current state of the art in preventing interference
among computations centers mainly on (1) partitioning
system resources, (2) segregating computations into resource partitions, and (3) enforcing strict isolation between
partitions [16]. This approach allows formal specification
and verification of separation kernels [17] to enforce resource isolation between the partitions. While some separation kernel approaches focus solely on memory isolation, others such as the MILS kernel [18] also address isolation of process execution. However, many examples of
non-adversarial interference among components of complex mission-critical systems, such as the Mars Pathfinder
priority inversion problem [19], illustrate that partitioning
dependencies statically in real-world systems is difficult.
Our approach extends earlier hierarchical scheduling frameworks [20, 21, 22] by (1) using formal models
and verification techniques to determine whether properties such as isolation are achieved in each scenario; (2)
taking into account the groupings of computational components involved in the various interaction channels an
attacker could exploit; and (3) co-designing scheduling policies and formal models to support both tractable
verification and rigorous run-time enforcement of properties such as isolation. Our automata described in Section 4.1 express refinements to the task automata used
in DREAM [23], based on scenario-specific information. For example, the victim thread automaton is reduced
to only two states based on its role in our driving example scenario. In earlier work, we integrated SELinux
security features with group scheduling, using information from the SELinux component to help inform the
decisions made by group scheduling control [24]. That research showed both group scheduling’s ability to isolate
competing computations’ resource demands, and the utility of using information from security frameworks like

SELinux within scheduling-based approaches to isolating computations from adversarial attack.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have shown that integration of kernel
components under group scheduling control allows isolation of computations from adversarial attack, without a priori partitioning of computations. Our experiences in developing this approach also have shown that careful co-design
of models and scheduling policies is necessary to realize
such isolation efficiently, effectively, and verifiably.
The research presented in this paper has focused exclusively on developing customized scheduling policies for
isolation. An important area of future work is the extension of our earlier work on integration of SELinux security features with scheduling [24], to include similarly detailed and customized scheduling policies and verification
models. With additional information about computations’
expected and actual behavior as noted by the SELinux security framework, our hypothesis is that further rigor and
efficiency can be realized in detecting attacks and isolating
computations from adversarial or accidental interference.
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